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by way of examining the positivity of the second variation of the associated Dirichlet energy. Here, following [31] , by a spherical twist we mean a map u ∈ W 1,2 ( n , n−1 ) of the form x ↦ (|x|)x|x| −1 where = (r) lies in C([a, b], (n)) and n = {x ∈ ℝ n ∶ a < |x| < b} ( n ≥ 2 ). It is shown that subject to a structural condition on the twist path the energy at the associated spherical twist solution to the system has a positive definite second variation and subsequently proven to furnish a strong local energy minimiser. A detailed study of Jacobi fields and conjugate points along the twist path (r) = exp(G(r) ) and geodesics on (n) is undertaken and its remarkable implication and interplay on the minimality of spherical harmonic twists exploited.
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Introduction
In this paper we study the stability and local minimising properties of a class of geometrically motivated maps serving as classical solutions to the nonlinear harmonic map Eq. [ (17) below]. Indeed to describe the set up and tasks more clearly consider the variational energy integral where F = F(t) is a non-negative, convex and monotone increasing function of class C 2 on the half-line t ≥ 0 having a polynomial type growth at infinity while n is a finite, symmetric, open n-annulus that for definiteness is hereafter taken to be n = {x ∈ ℝ n ∶ a < |x| < b} with n ≥ 2 and 0 < a < b < ∞. The admissible map u is assumed to lie in the Sobolev space of sphere-valued maps A p = A p ( ) ∶= {u ∈ W 1,p ( n , n−1 ) ∶ u = on n } where 1 ≤ p < ∞ , ∈ C 1 ( n , n−1 ) is a fixed prescribed boundary map and as customary we have written W 1,p ( n , n−1 ) ∶= {u ∈ W 1,p ( n , ℝ n ) ∶ |u| = 1 a.e. in n } . Here and below ∇u denotes the gradient of u and |∇u| stands for the Hilbert-Schmidt norm of ∇u , that is, |∇u| 2 = tr{ [∇u] t [∇u]}. Now consideration of the vanishing of the first variation of at a C 1 extremal (or equivalently stationary map) u results in the Euler-Lagrange equation, here, the non-linear system where F ′ denotes the derivative of F = F(t) with respect to t and the divergence operator in the first line is understood to act row-wise. 1 One motivation for studying such problems comes from liquid crystals theory and in particular the well-known Oseen-Frank model where the aim is to describe and classify the director fields u arising as extremisers and minimisers of the energy functional subject to suitable boundary conditions. Here Ω ⊂ ℝ 3 is a bounded domain representing the body, u is a unit vector-field on Ω (the director field) with ∇u denoting its gradient and the energy density W = W(x, u, ∇u) is given by (1) 
The k j ( 1 ≤ j ≤ 4 ) are the Frank constants that are assumed to satisfy the strict form of Ericksen inequalities [15] : k 1 , k 2 , k 3 > 0 , k 2 > |k 4 | and 2k 1 > k 2 + k 4 , which result in the coercivity inequality W(x, u, ∇u) ≥ |∇u| 2 for all vector fields u and some > 0 . Using the identity it is seen that in the case of "equal elastic constants", that is, k 1 = k 2 = k 3 =∶ k , ( k 4 = 0 ) the Oseen-Frank energy reduces to a constant multiple of the Dirichlet energy, here, with F(t) = kt . Notice also that the term tr(∇u) 2 − (∇ ⋅ u) 2 is a nullLagrangian, that is, its integral depends only on the boundary values of the map u (cf., e.g., [1, 15, 16, 20, 33] ). Other motivations come from geometry and calculus of variations; see [13, 14, 16] and the huge list of references therein.
Calculating the second variation of the energy at the extremal u, upon taking a compactly supported smooth ∈ C ∞ 0 ( n , ℝ n ) , we obtain the quadratic form where � = ( − u ⊗ u) = − ⟨ , u⟩u is the tangential part of in that ⟨u,̂ ⟩ = 0 everywhere while for ∈ ℝ sufficiently small u denotes the radial projection of the unconstrained variation u + , that is, (See Appendix 1 for the details.) An extremal u of class C 1 is said to be stable iff the above second variation is positive for all non-zero ∈ C ∞ 0 ( n , ℝ n ) . Note that by the convexity and monotonicity assumptions on F (i.e., F ′ ≥ 0 , F ′′ ≥ 0 ), from (6) it follows that with the term inside the curly brackets on the right containing the expression corresponding to the second variation of the Dirichlet energy, that is, (1) with F(t) ≡ t . This observation signifies and prompts the study and understanding of the positivity of second variations and stability of extremals in the particular case of the Dirichlet energy as a basis for more general energies with a nonlinear F. Now recall that a spherical twist is a map u ∈ C(
where a ≤ r = |x| ≤ b and lies in C([a, b], (n)) . The curve r ↦ (r) is called the twist path associated with the spherical twist u and in the event (a) = (b) this closed curve on (n) is called the twist loop associated with u. For spherical twists to be admitted as competing maps in A p we must firstly confine the associated twist path to lie in W 1,p (]a, b[, (n)) and secondly and without loss of generality set the boundary map = (x; , ) ∈ C( n , n−1 ) to have the explicit form where = n is the identity matrix and ∈ (n) is fixed. Thus in particular any such twist path must satisfy the boundary conditions (a) = , (b) = . In light of this description one can calculate that for a spherical twist u = (r) we have ∇u = ( + (ṙ − ) ⊗ )∕r and thus (see [31] for details)
In even dimensions spherical twists with a suitable choice of twist paths can be shown to yield non-trivial solutions to the nonlinear system (2) . In sharp contrast, in odd dimensions, a similar analysis reveals that the only spherical twist solutions to (2) are the radial projections u = Π = x|x| −1 (see [31] and below for more). As a matter of fact, commenting further, in even dimensions, the twist paths that grant spherical twist solutions u can be shown to have the form (r) = exp(G(r) ) where the angle of rotation function G ∈ C 2 ([a, b], ℝ) solves an associated second order ODE with G(a) = 0 , G(b) = + 2 m while − ≤ < , m ∈ ℤ [see (16) below] and the n × n skew-symmetric matrix with in (n) (see, e.g., [11, 22, 31] and below). This therefore restricts the boundary map by requiring to have the block diagonal form [see (15)] Alternatively upon computing the matrix exponential in the above description of (r) = exp(G(r) ) , the twist path associated with a spherical twist solution u here can be written as, where R[s] = exp(s ) is the usual 2 × 2 rotation matrix Furthermore it follows that for the spherical twists of the form (14) one can translate (2) into an associated ODE for G = G(r; m) given by (10) (x) = x|x|
where − ≤ < and m ∈ ℤ [cf. (13) ]. Under the stated convexity and monotonicity assumptions on F it can be shown, using variational methods, that the above two-point boundary-value problem has a unique solution G = G(r; m) of class C 2 for every m ∈ ℤ (cf. [11] for details).
Now in the particular case of the Dirichlet energy (with F(t) ≡ t ) the system (2) reduces to the well-known harmonic map equation into spheres, that is, If a twice continuously differentiable spherical twist is a solution to (17) then it will be referred to as a spherical harmonic twist. Using the divergence theorem it is not difficult to see that if u is a spherical twist with a weakly differentiable twist path then the Dirichlet energy of u = (|x|)x|x| −1 reduces to (see [31] for details)
where n = | n | . Thus the candidate spherical twist solutions u = (r)x|x| −1 to (17) will have to have their twist paths arising as extremals of this reduced energy. Analysis of the resulting ODE in conjunction with (17) then implies that for n even these spherical twists must correspond to twist paths of the form where the angle of rotation function G(r; m) = ( + 2 m)N(r) is the solution to (16) with the profile N = N(r) (with a ≤ r ≤ b ) being given explicitly by A careful analysis using (17) and (19) then reveals that for n even every such = (r; m) results in a spherical harmonic twist u(x) = (|x|; m)x|x| −1 . In sharp contrast for n odd this can happen only when ≡ and therefore the only spherical harmonic twists here are the radial projections u(x) = Π(x) = x|x|
details.) Now to discuss the stability and local minimising properties of these spherical harmonic twists we move on to the second variation of the energy and examining its positivity. 2 The second variation of the Dirichlet energy at the spherical harmonic twist u(x) = (|x|; m)x|x| −1 , with as in (19) , in the direction ∈ C ∞ 0 ( n , ℝ n ) and with ̂ = DΠ(u) = − ⟨ , u⟩u denoting the tangential part of the variation , is seen to be, (see Appendix for derivation)
We find that this second variation is positive definite providing = + 2 m is smaller than a bound hence putting restraints on the twist path r ↦ (r) . The analysis relates to examining the restricted energy and studying the Jacobi fields and conjugate points along the twist paths = (r) on (n) . We obtain explicitly the conjugate points by invoking the root system of the compact Lie group (n) and its Lie algebra (n) . With these at hand we then move on to proving the main result of the paper, giving conditions on a spherical harmonic twist to be a strong local energy minimiser. To achieve this we prove that under a suitable bound on the twist path there exists > 0 such that and then translate this, by considering and analysing a modified energy involving the radial projection Π , into the desired minimality result.
Main Theorem (Dirichlet energy) Suppose n ≥ 3 and consider the spherical harmonic twist u(x) = (|x|)x|x| −1 with x ∈ n as solution to the nonlinear system (17) . Then depending on n being odd or even we have
• (n even) (r) = exp(G(r; m) ) = exp( N(r) ) with a ≤ r ≤ b , m ∈ ℤ , = + 2 m , and as in (12) . Furthermore we have the implication
2 For n ≥ 3 the radial projection u = x|x| −1 is known to be the minimiser of the Dirichlet energy (i.e., F(t) ≡ t ) over A 2 ( ) with = x|x| −1 on (see, e.g., [20] and for the related and more involved setting of weighted and p-energies see [6] and the list of references therein). A basic argument involving "filling the hole" now leads to a similar minimality conclusion over A 2 ( ) . In view of this remark and the characterisation of spherical harmonic twists for n odd as radial projections there will be no loss of generality in restricting hereafter the investigation of stability and local minimality to n ≥ 2 even. (See also the comments preceding Theorem 2.)
Let us finish off this introduction by making some comments on the theorem. Firstly for n odd, by part one of the theorem, the only spherical twist solution to (17) is the radial projection u = x|x| −1 in which case necessarily we must have = in (10). For n even, by contrast, there is a countably infinite family of twisting solutions to (17) all having the form u = (r; m)x|x| −1 ( m ∈ ℤ ) where is as described in the second part of the theorem. Next the bound on | | as given in the second part of the theorem implies the positivity of the second variation of the energy, that is, (22) regardless of n ≥ 4 being odd or even. However its application to strong local minimality of spherical harmonic twists is mainly of interest for n even as for n odd the radial projection is a global energy minimiser. Thirdly the main strength of the theorem in the n even case comes from n ≥ 6 as for n = 4 the stated bound applies to the radial projection (with = 0 ) only. Fourthly by studying Jacobi fields and conjugate points on (n) ( n ≥ 3 ) in Sect. 2 it will be shown that the second variation of the Dirichlet energy restricted to the space of twist paths [cf. 23] is positive definite at the stationary twist path (r) = N(r) if only the weaker condition | | < holds (compare with the bound on | | in part two of the theorem). This has the interesting implication that for | | > the spherical harmonic twist u is neither globally nor locally energy minimising as there would be variations in the form of spherical twists that minimise energy. Now since the Dirichlet energy certainly attains its infimum over the space A 2 ( ) for as in (10) it remains to be seen if the spherical harmonic twist u = exp( N(|x|) )x|x| −1 is globally minimising when | | satisfies the bound in the second part of the theorem. Finally for n = 2 and other related results we refer the reader to the appendix at the end.
The second variation of the reduced energy on (n) : Conjugate points and Jacobi fields
In this section we examine the -energy of twist paths = (r) resulting from restricting the Dirichlet energy [that is, (1) with F(t) ≡ t ] to the space of spherical twists. This is given explicitly by the integral [compare with (18) 
The aim is to seek conditions on a stationary path = (r) to ensure that the second variation of the -energy at is positive. To simplify presentation from here on we assume n ≥ 3 , however, similar analysis can be carried out in the case n = 2 [cf. (20) ]. Now put B ∶= { ∈ W 1,2 (]a, b[, (n)) ∶ (a) = n } and fix a stationary path ∈ B of the -energy. (Recall that boundary values of Sobolev maps are interpreted in the usual sense of traces.) By taking proper variations Γ of such
) one can express the second variation of the -energy at in the tangential direction by
Here R is the Riemann curvature tensor and D r denotes the covariant derivative with respect to r (see [10, 26] ). 3 It is not hard to see that the stationary paths of the -energy are given by the matrix exponential (r) = exp(N(r) ) with skew-symmetric and N as in (20) (see [31] ). We now seek conditions on these stationary paths = (r) to ensure that the second variation of the -energy (23) at is positive definite. In order to do so we study a suitably adapted form of Jacobi fields and conjugate points for the -energy on the compact Lie group (n) . Indeed here by a Jacobi field along we mean a continuously differentiable vector field = (r) defined on the stationary path = (r) that is a solution to the second order linear ODE 4 Now ∈ (n) is said to be conjugate to n along = (r) iff = ( ) for some > a and there exists a Jacobi field ≢ 0 along that vanishes at a and . The study of the conjugate points here is deeply intertwined with the integral (index form)
Note that 2I( , ) is exactly the second variation of the -energy at . Now the connection between conjugate points and the positivity of the second variation is classical and lies in the fact that if ∈ B is a stationary path of the -energy and if (a) has no conjugate points along on (a, b] then I is positive definite on the space of piecewise C 1 vector fields along vanishing at r = a and b. (For more background on this and further references cf., e.g., [3] or [10] Theorem II.5.4). A stationary path = (r) with a ≤ r ≤ b is locally minimising (among nearby paths) if there are no conjugate points to r = a along at ∈]a, b] but it fails to be locally minimising past its first conjugate point. We therefore set ourselves the (24)
task of computing conjugate points to the identity (a) = n along certain stationary paths of the -energy in B . Here the path r ↦ (r) = exp(N(r) ) will be taken on the infinite interval [a, ∞) and to compute conjugate points we use some elements of the representation theory of compact Lie groups (for a nice introduction see [17, 24, 25] ). Note in particular that the paths = (r) considered here specifically include those twist paths associated with spherical harmonic twists u = (|x|)x|x| −1 discussed earlier in Sect. 1. We exploit this connection further in Sect. 3.
Proposition 1
Assume n ≥ 3 and depending on n being even or odd suppose ∈ (n) is the block diagonal skew-symmetric matrix
) with a ≤ r < ∞ and N as in (20) . Then the conjugate points to (a) = n along = (r) are given by the collection of (n) matrices as formulated below: (26)
Note that in either of the cases
(For the related jargon on curvature, geometry and representation of Lie groups as used here the reader is referred to [17, 19, 24] .) Now given as in (26) the path (r) = exp(N(r) ) takes values on the maximal torus ⊂ (n) of block diagonal rotation matrices given by Let ⊂ (n) denote the Lie algebra tangent to the maximal torus ⊂ (n) , = ℂ = + i the Cartan subalgebra associated with and Δ = Δ( (n)) ⊂ ⋆ the finite set of roots with ⋆ being the dual space to . Starting from the root space decomposition
denoting the one dimensional root space associated with the root , specifically, . Let (r) = exp (N(r) ) and let E (r) = be the parallel vector field along such that E (a) = , with D r E = 0 . Then, setting (r) = u (r)E (r) , and referring to (25) we can write It therefore follows that the vector field (r) = u (r)E (r) is a Jacobi field along (i.e., = 0 ) iff u satisfies the equation
Using the change of variables s ↦ (r 2−n | ( )|)∕(2(b 2−n − a 2−n )) this becomes the ODE ss u + u = 0 . Hence solutions to this satisfying u (a) = 0 can be computed
if n = 2k + 1.
explicitly. Now for each ∈ (n) there is a unique Jacobi field satisfying the initial conditions (a) = 0 and D r (a) = . Since for ∈ we have R( , ) = 0 and so the resulting Jacobi field is either trivial or vanishes in one point, in describing conjugate points it is enough to focus on ∈ (n) . Indeed any such field along vanishing at r = a is of the form for constants c ∈ ℝ . We can therefore see that the zeros here occur only when Thus to complete the description of the conjugate points it suffices to substitute for the roots ∈ Δ in (34). By standard results (see, e.g., [17] pp. 78-80 or [24] pp. 122-3) and with as given by (26) these are:
We can now explicitly describe all conjugate points to the identity along via (34) . This therefore completes the proof. ◻ Theorem 1 Let n ≥ 3 and consider the stationary path (r) = exp (N(r) ) where r ≥ a , N is as in (20) and is as in (26) . Assume additionally that
Then the second variation of the -energy (23) is positive at , i.e., the strict inequality
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Proof The second variation of is positive at if there are no conjugate points to (a) = n along in (a, b] . Now the calculations in Proposition 1 reveal that the first conjugate point to n along occurs at ( ) where Therefore if > b then there will be no conjugate points to n along on (a, b] . The conclusion of the theorem now follows by substituting the expressions for ± (1) , ̂ (1) and rearranging. ◻ Remark 1 Any closed geodesic = (t) ( 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 ) on (n) (with n ≥ 3 ) based at identity n has the form (t) = exp(t ) t where is as in (26), j = 2 m j , m j ∈ ℤ for 1 ≤ j ≤ k and ∈ (n) . Here 1 [ (n)] ≅ ℤ 2 and depending on the parity of m = m 1 + ⋯ + m k being even or odd represents the trivial or non-trivial element of
. When all but one of the m j s are zero and m = ±1 the resulting geodesic is energy minimising in its homotopy class and hence locally energy minimising. It is seen that here the only non-zero root value verifies | ( )| = 2 and so by the argument in Proposition 1 the first conjugate point to n along occurs at t = 1 (a complete closed loop) in line with the minimality of . The only other energy minimising geodesic occurs now when all m j are zero (t) ≡ n and this is globally minimising.
Proceeding forward now and with a view towards comparing the positivity of the second variations of two closely related energies, namely, the -energy (23) at a stationary twist path = (r) and the -energy (18) at the associated spherical harmonic twist u = (|x|)x|x| −1 , we next introduce a naturally arising third energy for weakly differentiable curves on n−1 by the weighted integral Aiming to understand the form and structure of energy minimisers, it is seen that the stationary curves satisfy the associated Euler-Lagrange equation, here the second order ODE, Moreover by going a step further the resulting second variation of this -energy at any such stationary curve is described by the quadratic form
the ODE (36) we have the following characterisation of its solutions.
be a stationary curve of the -energy (35), that is, it is a twice continuously differentiable solution to (36). Then |̇|
2 r 2n−2 ≡ c 2 for some constant c and all a < r < b.
Proof Let as described satisfy (36). Then by a direct differentiation we can write d�̇� 2 ∕dr = 2⟨̇,̈⟩ = −2∕r⟨̇, (n − 1)̇⟩ − 2�̇� 2 ⟨̇, ⟩ = −2(n − 1)∕r�̇� 2 where in deducing the last equality we have used the fact that takes values on the unit sphere, i.e., | | 2 = 1 . The assertion now follows by integration. ◻ Using the fact that the round sphere has constant scalar curvature combined with an analysis similar to that given earlier in the section we prove the following statement.
Proposition 2 Let n ≥ 3 and suppose is a stationary curve of the -energy (35) with
|̇| 2 = c 2 r 2(1−n) by Lemma 1. Assume |c| < (n − 2)∕(a 2−n − b 2−n ) .
Then the -energy has a positive second variation at , that is, for all non-zero
Proof The -energy (35) has a positive second variation at if there are no conjugate points to (a) along in (a, b] , that is, there are no non-trivial vector fields along satisfying for a < ≤ b the equation
Here R denotes the Riemann curvature tensor of n−1 where by virtue of n−1 having constant sectional curvature one, we have R( ,̇)̇= ⟨̇,̇⟩ − ⟨̇, ⟩̇ . Thus arguing in the usual way, by taking a normal vector field (r) = u(r)E(r) along with E(r) parallel and the coefficient u = u(r) to be specified, it is seen that Referring to (38) it is thus seen that a normal Jacobi field along vanishing at r = a is a linear combination of normal Jacobi fields given explicitly by (r) = sin(|c|(a 2−n − r 2−n )∕(n − 2))E(r) with ∈ ℝ.
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As conjugate points can now be computed by finding the zeros of the Jacobi field , i.e., solving (r) = 0 , it follows that subject to the given bound on |c| in the proposition there are no conjugate points along to a and so the conclusion follows. ◻ (38)
It is a straightforward calculation to verify that for n even and with = diag( , … , ) the smooth curve r ↦ (r) = exp (N(r) ) with a ≤ r ≤ b is a stationary curve of (35) for any fixed ∈ n−1 and ∈ ℝ . Using Theorem 1 we see that on the one hand the associated twist path r ↦ (r) = exp (N(r) ) has a positive second variation if | | < . On the other hand upon considering the curve (r) = exp (N(r) ) it is seen that and so by invoking Proposition 2 it follows that the energy has a positive second variation at if which upon rearranging yields | | < . Collecting the above calculations we have the following nice proposition. 
Strong local minimisers and the stability of spherical harmonic twists
Recall that for n even the spherical twist u(x) = (|x|)x|x| −1 with the twist path = (r; m) = exp ( N(r) ) where = 2 m + , m ∈ ℤ and = diag( , … , ) constitutes a solution to (17) , i.e., is a spherical harmonic twist in A 2 . Here the boundary map is given by (10) ( n , ℝ n ) with ̂ = − ⟨u, ⟩u . Thus here we are after conditions to ensure that the integral on the right in (41) is strictly positive for all nonzero ̂ ∈ W 1,2 0 ( , ℝ n ) satisfying ⟨̂ , u⟩ = 0 almost everywhere in n . When u is the spherical harmonic twist given above, by a basic calculation, the second variation (41) can be explicitly written as
In this section we show that by suitably bounding = 2 m + the energy at the spherical harmonic twist u will have a positive second variation and with a further refined analysis that it furnishes a strong local minimiser of the energy. C([a, b] , (n)) be an arbitrary twist path.
Lemma 2 Let n ≥ 3 and = (r) in
Then the inequality holds for all
Using spherical polar coordinates we can then write where on the third line we have set r ( ) = (r ) for a ≤ r ≤ b and | | = 1 . The idea now is to bound each of the two terms 1 and 2 separately. We first note that the quadratic form given by the spherical integral for f ∈ C ∞ ( n−1 , ℝ n ) satisfying ⟨f , ⟩ = 0 represents the second variation of the Dirichlet energy on the sphere evaluated at the identity map ∶ ↦ . Hence upon invoking well known results on the spectrum of the corresponding Jacobi operator (cf., e.g., [21, 26] ) we have for all f ∈ C ∞ ( n−1 , ℝ n ) satisfying ⟨f , ⟩ = 0 . Now setting f (r ) = t (r) (r ) it is easily seen that ⟨f , ⟩ = ⟨ , ⟩ = 0 for all r ∈ [a, b] . Hence, in view of the (n) -invariance of the norms in (46), using a basic density argument, it follows that,
for all r ∈ [a, b] and so in the notation of (45) we have
Referring to (44), upon substitution and a rescaling, this therefore leads to the lower bound on 2 as,
We next give a lower bound on 1 by using a Hardy type inequality. Indeed again using polar coordinates and an integration by parts we have Hence by an application of Young's inequality this gives and subsequently by rearranging terms it follows that Note that equality in Young's inequality occurs only if (n − 2) = 2r ∕ r which then implies ≡ 0 . Thus, summarising, by combining the above bounds, namely, (48) and (51) we obtain
(48)
(50) � n which is the required conclusion. ◻
We can now prove one of the main results of the paper. Note that the bound (53) on is stronger than the bound | | < which is the condition required by Proposition 3. Note also that for the cases n ≥ 3 odd the conclusion of the theorem still applies (of course with |n − 4| in (53) for n = 3 ) to the spherical harmonic twist u = Π(x) = x|x| −1 (corresponding to = 0 ). However as in odd dimensions radial projections are the only spherical harmonic twists and are indeed globally minimising in A 2 ( ) below for definiteness we confine only to the remaining cases, i.e., n ≥ 4 even. 
Proof We first use a density argument to extend the conclusion of Lemma 2 to all ∈ W 1,2 0
in n where is as given above. Towards this end fix as described and pick ( n , ℝ n ) and so by an application of Mazur's Lemma a convex combination of j s (still lying in C ∞ 0 ( , ℝ n ) and satisfying the orthogonality condition) converges to in W ( n , ℝ n ) . Finally as (43) holds for this approximating sequence built from ( j ) , by passing to the limit j ↗ ∞ , it follows that the same must be true for . Moving on therefore we can write (52)
where in the last inequality we have used the assumed bound (53) while in the penultimate inequality we have used ≢ 0 and the formulation of N .
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◻ We now move on to establishing the local minimality in energy space and for natural choices of metrics from the earlier results on the positivity of second variations. The first statement below is functional analytic in nature and uses a classical technique based on the Taylor expansion of the energy functional in the vicinity of a stationary map adapted to the manifold-valued context. The twice Fréchet differentiability assumption on the energy here restricts the scope of the result mainly to energies of curves and twist paths (see Sect. 2) with the energy integral having a strictly quadratic dependence on the gradient argument. Next we turn to the proof of the main theorem and use a different and more direct expansion of the energy integral by invoking the so-called Weierstrass excess function and the sufficiency theorems for strong local minimisers as discussed in [27, 28] .
For the sake of the following theorem M ⊂ ℝ m is taken a compact smooth manifold with a tubular neighbourhood U ⊂ ℝ m and nearest point projection Π M ∶ U → M which is both well-defined and smooth. For Ω ⊂ ℝ n a bounded Lipschitz domain, ∈ C 1 ( Ω, M) a fixed boundary map and given
The second term of I in (56) is quadratic and penalises the deviation of v from its pointwise projection
We assume that I agrees with a twice continuously Fréchet differentiable functional (
See also Remark 2 for related and further discussion. 
6 Note that since the upper bound in (53) is less than and = 2 m + with ∈ [− , ) , it must be that m = 0 . Also if the inequality in (53) is strict then one can formally improve (54) to
with > 0 . We strengthen (54) shortly using only (53).
where we have used (60) and density to deduce the last inequality subject to ||v − u|| W 1,2 being sufficiently small. The conclusion now follows by additionally
is open. Thus it is enough for I in (56) to be twice continuously Fréchet differentiable in an open neighbourhood O of u in W 1,2 (Ω, U) and no extension of I is needed. The twice continuous Fréchet differentiability here is well studied and classical. In particular the -energies in Sect. 2 satisfy this condition (cf. [9, 23] for more).
More generally for an energy integral
One can also pass in Theorem 3 to weaker metrics for local minimisers, e.g., L 1 , subject to the energy satisfying suitable coercivity and bounds (see [29] and Remark 3 below for more). Again these are satisfied by the -energies in Sect. 2. 
Remark 3
To justify this assume for the sake of a contradiction that the assertion is false. [27, 28, 30] .)
Proof of the Main Theorem
We justify each of the two parts in the conclusion of the theorem separately. Part 1. Consider the case n ≥ 3 odd. Here the only spherical harmonic twists are the radial projections u ≡ x|x| −1 corresponding to (r) ≡ n (cf. [31] ). Thus in particular = n in (10) . We now show that u is the global minimiser of the Dirichlet energy over A 2 ( n ) with this choice of (note that this part of the statement is true regardless of n being even or odd). Indeed if this were not the case then there would be a map
. Extending v to the ball b by setting v ≡ u in a we arrive at a contradiction to the minimality of u = x|x|
) (cf. [20] ) as then Part 2. We now consider the case n ≥ 4 even. Indeed for the sake of clarity of presentation and convenience of the reader we split this part into three steps.
Step 1. Here we use Theorem 2 to show that subject to the conditions stated in the main theorem the second variation of the energy at the spherical harmonic twist u satisfies the stronger inequality, for all ∈ W 1,2 0 ( n , ℝ n ) where ̂ = − ⟨u, ⟩u , hence, ⟨̂ , u⟩ = 0 almost everywhere in n and for some > 0 . Now recall that the second variation of the energy at u is given by the quadratic form and this by Theorem 2 is strictly positive if ̂ is non-zero. Now in order to prove (63) we argue by contradiction and invoke the quadratic nature of as expressing the second variation in (64). Indeed, if the assertion were false, there would exist a sequence
Step 3. We are now in a position to apply the sufficiency theorem for strong local minimisers ( [27] (2) reveals that all that is required of the Weierstrass excess function along the sequence
1,2 which is certainly true here with = 1∕2 as a result of (74). It thus follows that ∃ , > 0 so that:
. This at once gives the desired conclusion and thus completes the proof. ( ) when n = 2
In this second part of the appendix we show that in the planar case n = 2 there is a stronger stability result for the spherical harmonic twists by way of proving that sufficiently smooth solutions of the associated Euler-Lagrange system minimise energy in their respective homotopy classes. To formalise this recall that here we are considering the energy integral (hereafter = 2 ) under similar assumptions on the integrand F as before (i.e., F is twice continuously differentiable, is bounded from below -without loss of generality F(t) ≥ 0 -and F � (t), F �� (t) ≥ 0 for all t ≥ 0 ) and over the space Here ∈ C 1 ( , 1 ) and is the restriction to of a map in C( , 1 ) (this in particular ensures that A p ( ) is non-empty). We show that with the convexitymonotonicity assumption on F solutions u of the Euler-Lagrange system (2) are energy minimisers in their respective homotopy classes. Now to describe exactly what we mean by homotopy classes first note that any u ∈ C( , 1 ) can be regarded as a map (again called u) in C(R,
such that (with a slight abuse of notation) u(r, 0) = u(r, 2 ) for all a ≤ r ≤ b . Since R ⊂ ℝ 2 is simply-connected u has a lifting f ∈ C(R, ℝ) so that u = exp (if ).
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Now as the fibre of each point in 1 under the covering map exp(ix) ∶ ℝ → 1 is discrete and countably infinite (indeed is a translation of the lattice 2 ℤ ⊂ ℝ ) in order to define f uniquely and unambiguously it suffices to fix a base point ∈ ℝ in the fibre of (a, 0) ∈ 1 and then set f (a, 0) = . Now by continuity f (r, 2 ) − f (r, 0) = 2 k for all a ≤ r ≤ b and some k ∈ ℤ and if f , g ∈ C(R, ℝ) denote the liftings of u, v ∈ C ( , 1 ) = {w ∈ C( , 1 ) then f ≡ g on the vertical part of the boundary R v = {r = a} ∪ {r = b} and conversely if f ≡ g on R v then u, v are homotopic in C ( , 1 ) (relative to ). As a matter of fact here a homotopy between u, v is given by w t = exp (ih t ) where h t = (1 − t)f + tg and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 . Note that h t ≡ f ≡ g on R v for all 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 while h t (r, 2 ) − h t (r, 0) = (1 − t)(f (r, 2 ) − f (r, 0)) + t(g(r, 2 ) − g(r, 0)) = 2 k for all a ≤ r ≤ b and 0 ≤ t ≤ 1 . The homotopy classes of C ( , 1 ) and A p ( ) ( p > 2 ) are thus understood in this sense. The case p = 2 is similar but requires a slightly more involved argument (cf. [18, 29, 34] 
For a discussion of liftings (existence and regularity) in the context of Sobolev spaces see [5] and the references therein. The proof that solutions of the Euler-Lagrange system (80) minimise energy in their respective homotopy classes is now based on the observation that, upon writing u = exp (if ) , the system (80) transforms into a single PDE for f (82). As two admissible maps are homotopic iff their liftings as above agree on R v the desired energy inequality follows by periodicity, integration by parts and a convexity-monotonicity argument. Proof Let u ∈ C 2 ( , 1 ) be a solution to (80) and let f be the lifting of u as described above so that u = exp (if ) in R = {(r, ) ∶ a ≤ r ≤ b, 0 ≤ ≤ 2 } ⊂ ℝ 2 . Then |∇u| 2 = |∇f | 2 = ( r f ) 2 + 1∕r 2 ( f ) 2 and so where (cos f , sin f ) ⟂ = (− sin f , cos f ). 8 Thus it is seen from the system (80) for u that the corresponding equation for the scalar function f is a single PDE, that is, or more explicitly in the (r, ) variables Now pick a competing map v in the same homotopy class as u and with v ≡ on . Then the lifting g of v satisfies g = f on R v . Hence using the convexity and monotonicity of F we can bound the difference in the energies of v and u as
Theorem 4 Let
(84)
